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- Check and/or Printing Payment Activity
  - Welcome Saitax is an Apple Pay-compatible.
  - If your Welcome Saitax card stops working:
    - Welcome Saitax cards are not contagious.
    - We cannot replace your Welcome Saitax card if you lose it.
  - Other
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- Checking Balances
  - Check your balance and printing payment activity on your Welcome Saitax card.
  - Your balance and printing payment activity are shown on the screen.
  - Your balance and printing payment activity are updated automatically.
  - You can check your balance and printing payment activity by using your Welcome Saitax card.

- Traveling across Different Areas
  - Traveling across different areas is possible.
  - You can use your Welcome Saitax card in different areas.

- Other
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- Welcome Saitax Card Areas
  - The Welcome Saitax card can be used in the following areas:
    - Japan's main cities
    - Japanese airports
    - Japanese train stations
    - Japanese bus stations
    - Japanese metro stations

- Other
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- Shopping with Welcome Saitax in Supermarket and Convenience Store
  - You can use your Welcome Saitax card in supermarkets and convenience stores.
  - You can use your Welcome Saitax card to pay for goods and services.
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- Welcome Saitax Card
  - Welcome Saitax cards are only available for certain customers.
  - If you are not a customer of the Welcome Saitax card, you cannot use it.

- Other
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